Long-U and Short-U Words

Circle the words that your teacher reads.

1. un  op  up  ap

4. cut  cute  cat  truck

5. dig  dune  dug  dull
Circle the words that your teacher reads.

6. hue  hug  hut  huge

7. mute  mull  must  mule

Write the words that your teacher reads.

________________________________________

9. ______________________________________

________________________________________

10. ______________________________________
Circle the words that your teacher reads. Recommended words shown.

1. un  op  up  ap

4. cut  cute  cat  truck

5. dig  dune  dug  dull

Preview
Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.
Circle the words that your teacher reads.
Recommended words shown.

6. hue  hug  hut  huge

7. mute  mull  must  mule

Write the words that your teacher reads.

9. us

10. tube